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THOMAS 	PRE METHODIST INFLUENCE 

G. Hindiarch *  

ONE OF THE few indications Thomap Paine gave of the way., his thinking developed, is 
his remark to his friend Rickman-that be seldOm pasded five minutes of his life 
Without acquiring some knowledge. This observation shows Paine's general attitude to 

a- 	learning, and explains_ how he. overcame the liMitetioneof his restricted schooling 
that terminated at the age of thirteen. And it 	follows frois.this declared 
attitude, that Paine must often have been preparing himself for his next step forward. 

All men of ability, even tbOse..of genius,. continue io.develope.throughout their 
active lives. The immortal Beethoven enjOYed in youth the benefits of tuition from 
the greatest musicians in EUrope,: yet hestill Posited through recognisable stages 
of development, and An''his:later years declined to compose in hisearlier.style; but 
lovers of Beethoven'i muSic:do not,reject'hie earlier works.. Paine similarly progr-
essed, and modifications tohis . earlier thinking do not deprive those views of 
interest, rather do they Make them of speciaI interestv as.showing the path by which 
he came to his maturity. 

Students of Paine have always' regretted that he left little information about him-
self, and that .he was aingularlY,reticent.about his personal life even in conversation,  
with his olosest friendeuthenensequenCe,ofthis.remarkable modesty is that we still  
lack an adequate biography of this most exceptional man. Nor is it likely that one 

- n 

can yet be supplied.from the,pen of Ony.single Writer. It is probable.that.a fair 
assessment of Paine, and , of his ochieireients,'will necessitate the.combined efforts 
of several contributors, each an expert_in one of the fielda in which Paine achieved 
prominence. However, we are now in a pobititm to consider in greater detail than has 
previously been possible, some of the,inflUenoes which bore upon him in .  his formative 
years. One of the strongest of these early. influences was Wesleyan Arminian Method-
ism, a movement Which  came into being and_ flourished, in. Paine's lifetime, and which 
not only effected hip profOmmilTin.his spiritual life„but.also.aided him consider- 
ably in his practical affairs. It was probablyMethodism that facilitated Paine's 
entry into a new community when he moved from town to town, and.it was his sympathy 
with Methodists which ProMptid POine'into jOurnaliam, thus helping him to mould himself 
into an accomplished commentator, ready and able to blase into prominence as a prop-
agandist in thelew World. 

The.facit that Paine became an experienced journalist during his years in Lewes 
has not previously been brought to general notice, and this is surprisingl, since his 
newspaper work there:has.remained on record, and he left clues in his American writ- 
ings which pointto,the existence of hie.earliestefferings to the public. These 
early essays, which I terM•the Linea:Writings, number more than forty varied articles 
in the form of letters to the Sussex Weekly Advertisers or Lewes Journal.  They 
include novel and provocative views] they disPlay.notonly. 	Paine's mastery'Of the 
written word but also some forms of writing, such. as satire, which he does not employ 
elsewhere, and they are revealing iii . considerable degree of the man behind the pen, 
of his methods, and of his objectives. 

As might be expected of a commentator who was keenly aware of the influence of 
religion upon. his contemporaries, Paine included in the Lewes Writings a number of 
observations on religious attitudes, and, after he announced his intention of making 
every seventh article a serious address, it was to religious topics that he turned 
for his most thoughtful dissertations. It is now suggested that it was Paine's rel-
igious evolution that laid the basis for his later advanced thinking in the secular 
field. A critioal factor in this evolution was• probably the influence of the Dutch 
theologian, Jacobus Arminius (1560-1609), whose interpretation of the message of 
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Jesus was exhilaratingly unorthodox when it was enunciatekby his followers in the 
remonstrance of 1610; although rejected in Holland, it was accepted and developed in 
England, notably by John Wesley. The essential feature of Arminianism was that all 
men, not just an elect few (as envisaged by Calvin) could share in spiritual grace. 
This philosophy outraged many highly-placed people, of whom the Duchess of Buckingham 
could have been acting as spokeswoman when she commented that the doctrines of the 
Methodists were 'strongly tinctured with impertinence and disrespect towards their 
Superiors, in perpetually endeavouring to level all ranks_and to do away with all 
distinctions.' (1) Arminianism, in fact, envisaged a form of•spiritual democracy, 
which Wesley embodied into his teaching. It takes little imagination to see'that A . 
thinker of Paine's originality and humanitY would pass easily from this spiritual 
equality to the social democracy which the.historian Trevelys considered to originate 
in Paine's writing.(2) 

The Lewes Writings show that Paine was conscious of breaking new ground and - prov- 
oking discussion among his readers. It was perhaps. awareness of,his inexperience as a 
social commentator that prompted hiM to write, when explaining.his motives:' 

We don't perhaps know enough of our own hearts, to know always what our 
design is, but the object I seed to have in my eye is TRUTH, Truth moral, 
and natural. Apt we are indeed to be very partial to our own judgmenta, 
and therefore, possibly (aim as I 	I may sometimes shoot very wide 
of the mark; however, when I do, let any man candidly shew me my error, 
and I will shew him in return, that I can retract an opinion as well as 
advance it. But no controversy, let matters .go as they will.(3) 

Some of Paine's early paragraphs make particlilarly interesting reading, since they 
now appear almost prescient. Paine might_already have scented the odium that was 
later to be heaped upon his name, when he observed: 

If you have a mind to know the outlines of any man's real character, take 
a view of the original, get acquainted with the man himself. There is no 
other way. Common fame is but a common liar.(4) 

Although Paine did not leave us enough.information to enable us to follow his'advice 
and get acquainted with him when seeking to delineate his own character, there was 
one period in his life when he was not allowed to exercise his customary reticence; 
when he applied to join the EXciae, he was iequired to derlaxe maLd, facts a'..eat him-
self, and his personal records in theservice would have been periodiCally updated. 
These records would eventually have been made available to George.Chalmers, when he 
was commissioned to write his defamatory life of Paine that he publiihed under the 
pen name of Francis Oldys; the authenticity otbiographical details of Painels early 
life included in that work, is rooted in access to particulars placed on record in 
the excise archives by Paine himself. 

Some comment on Chalmers is necessary, since the hostile.nature of his life, of 
Paine has led to it being dismissed too lightly; as I have previously demonstrated 
in a paper on Paine's first excise peribd, Chalthers is in some respects an important 
witnevs for the defence rather than for the prosecution, ,because he took great care 
that his reputation as a researcher should. not become damagedthrough qUoting from a 
document subsequently shown to be unreliable. Chalmers W48.- a clerk in government 
service, but the term clerk has many shades of meaning, and lhalmers Was chief conf-
idential clerk to the first President of.what came to be known as the Board of 
Trade; this was an influential appoIntment which afforded access to the recerds and 
facilitids of other government departments. However, having obtained confidential 
documents, Chalmers often .etained them with hts oWn manuscripts instead of returning 
them, with the result that they were sold after his death with his own voll'm'4nous 
papers, and some have since turned up in the litl.aries of American univereitiea.(5), 
It may have been Chalmers' cavalier attitude towards confidential governthent papers 
which led to the passing oftho first Public ReCOrd Act after his death. The im2ort-
ance of Chalmers, so far as Paine is concerned, is.thit clearly expresaed statements 
of fact in Oldys biography need to be oarefUlly'considered and not set aside lrithout 
very good reason. But this is not to sair'thaf 	shoulft befteceived 3y Chalmers' 
clever introduetion or sw:7,atiln4 and !e.:Onliationsthat are Calculated to:mt8lead; 
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these gan frequently be deteat 
employed in writing them. 	' 

. 
the PsrPose of thia 	P04004 early Weis traced from his first period 

in Lond4e* At that ttim he etWorted hiMaelf by practising his original trade, stay-
Making, in the workshop of the OW Londonatkruaker, John Morris. Morris is known 
to have indicted on a lone 	fro

.
6.tioars to 8.00per.• and to have opposed 

the attempt by workers in the teed* to Secure a shortening by one hour in the even-
ing. (6) 

a- 	The adieus day worked.by Paifle.and.hia fellows is but one indication of the harsh 
conditiOna then endured byAhe derkin4.000ittion of  London. Many people lived in 
COnditiOne or aqualet004010* 4**000. PhYeical danger from collapsing buildings, 
and thPrelere fee'oPPOrthhitt00'0474010atiOn as we nowadays understand the term. 
It was  sensi.stent with  the.8004WOWSOte  of that day, and with the policy of encou-
raging acceptance of the 00agelaiWinaated to punish even minor criminal activity, 
that the 00140e was lead" to ti!ea144040.01110aetions  as public entertainments. Paine 
has leftt -us a record of hia*n:Vdattleh to these grisly events: 

Can *Alit* glet.in se striking a light,  the Callous insensibilities of 
an unfeeling bee*, an th0.040ber or happy faces to be seen on these 
n61.110004 dobeeiOn44:gtreftf-Weet (thraugh which the poor outcasts of 
SeeietY are to Pasa)linikWAtilookts Of people, and most of them as 
talkati*O, a roll' off' 000,-aii'Wth0 were galig to the exhibition of.  
0001h *bile 00114fAnd (t0141.*00 Seene quite complete) you see bakers 
0040ing along *MOO -10W of *trio for the spectators to regale 
thastaelties With. 0 atieted-040004  whither art thou fled? Dost thou 
redid*, with the CherOka* bultfitios or haat thou taken shelter in some of 
the deearts of 004.0 ► (7). 

Fed philanthropiate or.teligio4s leedereset themselves to bring positive mitigation 
of the conditions of the .working t*P014:hSi- direot approach to them, but historians of 
the period  hS40  singled °Si te**Ontiah-4  hatable exception to this general observation. 
The Methodists did concern thOMdefted to' *040h out and proffer spiritual comfort to 
the iindt00041# they. alSO koOght to Ube 000442o reeponded into organised groups, 
in 141.0% the Ogritnal - nontett aid t4SOOral Welfare of each was accepted to be the 
concern ef all his felie$43The .0044144der of the Methodists was John Wesley, an 
indefatigable werker in his 040600,0.0140 who was remarkable not only for the many 
thOuSeOid of.outdoor iteetinglik-h4:00080ed All over the country, but also for his 
great talent for ordenieatt4A, 140h led to the setting up of a nation-wide network of  ommimicatiag local adOiettenio 

It is iMPOtant to heet in Ea*K.that Veale$ OPPOSed.separation of the Methodists 
from the eptablished chUreh40*hte4his.01104ra  remained meMbers throughout his 

• life, There Was thus no bar tai: 06  WO* Office* playing an active part in Methodist 
affairs, even thoUgh ha 'was :bold 	be a declared Anglican. It is probable 

• that the young Paine Joined'Ibeitethadiatik4Uring hiS first period in London, and 
• that he as impelled to de 80-14*40eire  to participate in their endeavours to bring 

spiritual isoadins to warkii* pOOplei ettotthy oause to which his religious tenets and 
social 00nSeten00,4like would halleit*Oelled  hit,-The Bishop of London at that time 
was ThoMas shwa*, whbmV4iasiiiiitladOht  for' mention in the Lewes Writings as a 
very worthy and ingenichs 0010410(0,theltatienal  Biegraphiaal Dictionary  records 
that Sharlook cultivated kitaly relatiehd 	those who dissented from orthodoxy, 
and his example may hatre facilitated:PO0014 meMbsrship of Wesley's movement. 

It is easy to scoff' at anOtherMaati paroonal religious beliefs, and Methodists 
haVe heeh thelmit of muchafiitiaiS4 MO Mdse Wbo do not agree with them. Some 
commentators have found. diffichat*'40 00**Ohending how the movement could have 
exerted suco a strong appeal teyt4duat*iO4 serxers, and evoked from them an entbus-
little respeneet for that it did 09:Aa'an undeniable historical fact. The explanation 
may well .be that MethOdie4 	Other'great popular movement, must be viewed 
againat the 3001al'aanditiOna in *hioh it arose, and not judged by those of later. 

.rdeding hie words with a care equal to that he 
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days after many changes had taken place, including.some which had been inspired by 
the movement itself. Dr.E.P.Thompson, in The Making of the English Working Class, 
has drawn attention to the transmission of some aspects of Methodist organisation 
to working class societies, and he mentions; too.; the .MethodiSt iticket/ which was 
to be widely copied by radical associations; hePoint:al out- that this ticket of 
church membership could serve as a ticket of entry into a - new community when a v worker migrated from ,one town to another.(9) 
Paine possibly made use of a Methodist ticket when heLleft London in 1758, and 

entered into new employment in Dover with another stay-maker, Mr.Grace, for Grace 
was a prominent Methodist in, the town, and Paine may.have learned of the vacancy on 
his staff through church contacts. It was during Paine's association with- Grace 
that he made his first authenticated appearance as a= Methodist; Preaober.'C;x'soe.'was 
a class leader, and Paine went with him to,olass ap4tLkphipigh5,06;mie- ciocdskaa,dan 
appointed preacher failed to keep his engagemervklend:Paine.ws0 .invited;tO conduct 
the service in his stead. The invitation would probably.haire,teen issued' by Graces 
the class leader, who would have had opportunities-to.ferm.well-based'opiniona on 
Paine's outlook and moral qualities; hevrould also have:known whether Paine had 
sufficient experience of. the Methodist causei to be fitted to .play this leading.part 
in Grace's own society. 	 ". 	 . 

This incident at Dover - was brought to light in the Methodist Recorder of Augtst 16, 
1906, and it was subsequently recounted in no lesi,a work than: the standard. ediiion 
of John Wesley's Journal, in a footnote by its editor; Nehemiah, Curnock, on page .31 
of volume 8. Curnock was a previous.editor of-the RecOrderi and he.woUld not have 
repeated the report unless. he was sure it was an auhnto  record. .Paine preached 
in a meeting house in Lime-kiln Street, which. by 1906 ha&been vacated for.larger 
premises. Wesley preached in the same meeting house on'September 19th., 1759, when 
Paine was still in the vicinity of Dover, and it would be very surprising indeed if 
Paine was not a member of the congregation on that auspicious occasion. 

According to Oldys, Paine remained with Grace almott a year before moving to'the 
near-by town of Sandwich to set up business for himself, with the assistance of £10 
advanced by Grace. Another Methodist practice must towbe mentioned, that of assist-
ing fellow-members of . a group financially; the contemporary publisher, James:ladk 
ington, in his memoirs, acknowledged that he owed his own .start in business to a 
Methodist advance, and Paine's RAO was probably another instance of this benevolent . 
Methodist practice. But it is likely that Paine was supported in his move to Sand:-.- 
wich not merely so that he could start his own business,; nrtalso. to found ariothei 
Methodist group;  for Oldys speaks of a tradition that'Pine. preached in his lodgings'' 
there, and this strongly argues that Paine was the leading light in a new class gath-
ering around him. The Methodist Recorder suggests that.Grace may have been the fiFst 
class leader in Dover, and if so he would .have been gratified to see his protdge 
following in his footsteps. 

With a new business to attend to, and a new Methodist class to build and- guide, ' 
Paine would have been a very busy young man in,Sandwichg. with little' time for.  any 
further demanding interests. Yet- it seems that.it was' only five ',months after his 
arrival there that he married. Mary Lambert, after what .must. have beenra'short-court-
ship; it is quite possible that Mary came to know and'admire Paine through membership 
of his congregation. Oldys has suggested that. Grace's: daughter, who. would have heard. 
Paine preach in Dover, was also romantically attracted to Paine, and congregational 
romances involving young preachers are by,no means rare. .Pains's.first marriage, as 
we know, was short-lived, and the circumstances of its ending have never been posit-
ively ascertained. Years after, in an essay.: on unhappy marriages,,Paine refered to 
the risks of marrying in haste;(10) if personal experience 'underlayhis -comments, it 
i3 more likely to have been associated with his first courtship than his second, for 
nis marriage to Elizabeth 011ive did not take place.until he had known her for three 
years, and had been her partner in business for half.that'time. 

lifter the termination of his first marriage,. Paine changed his Way of life, and 
l'ecame an Excise Officer. His first excise period has been researched and written up 
in a separate paper, copies of which have been lodged with the Thomas Paine Society 

:0 
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and the American Philosophical Society to ensure that the new information therein, 
and the reasons for my conclusion that. Paine was unjustly dismissed from Alford, may 
remain permanently on record. No indications have been found that Paine continued to 
preach during that period, but the Point has scarcely been covered, since the Lincol-
nshire Methodist History Society possesses no records for Alford in the 18th century, 
and it is there that Paine is most likely to have continued the practice. 

On his subsequent return to London, Paine probably resumed contact with his original 
Methodist group, and through it may .have secured his post at the academy of Mr.Noble 
in Leman Street, for Noble was an ordained minister who also held Arminian views, and 
hence would have been well disposed towards Wesleyans.(11) Paine was restored to the 

4 Excise within a year, but the position he was offered, at Grampound in Cornwall,was 
similar to the one he had held at. Alford, and fraught with similar risks; that Paine 
was wise in asking to await another.vacancy was demonstrated by subsequent events.In 
declining the Grampound post, Paine risked being denied a further excise appointment, 
but this may not have seemed very important to him, for he was by then strongly 
drawn towards a career as a Methodist preacher. That he took this project seriously 
is shown by Oldys revelation that he sought from Noble a recommendation for ordinat-
ion, but that Noble was unable to comply because Paine lacked classical education. 
Oldys's reason for this disclosure can only have been to boleter the reputation of 
his biography, for when it appeared there would have been many who knew of Paine's 
preaching activities, and who would have noticed the omission had Oldys ignored 
them. 

Paine's failure to secure ordination did not lead to his giving up preaching, for, 
like other Methodist lay Preachers described by Lacking-ton, 1e preached in Moorfields 
and other places. Moorfields was at that time an open site favoured by Londoners as 
a gathering place in their limited hours of leisure. Notable sermons were preached 
there in the Methodist cause, both by John Wesley himself, and by his original friend 
- later his doctrinal opponent George Whitefield, who did not accept Arminianism, 
but preached instead a Calvanistic form of Methodism. 

Lay preachers who were accepted and approved by the central Methodist organisation, 
were sent out into the country in the summer months to preach on arranged circuits. 
This entailed considerable physioal exertion, and called for some aptitude for way-
faring on horseback. Paine's experience of riding the remote Lincolnshire country-
side as an exciseman would have made him an obvious choice for itinerant preaching in 
that locality, and we know from Paines own essay Forgetfulness  that he was indeed 
back in Lincolnshire in the summer of 1. 766 when he lodged at the house of a widow 
living in the fens.(12) Ladkington wrote of the practice of lay preachers lodging 
with members of the congregations they addressed, and he singled out widows for 
special mention; he moved away from Methodism in middle life (but returned to the fold 
towards his end) and his comments are somewhat malicious, but they contribute to our 
knowledge of the activities P81110 was engaged in about this time. 

Wesley's original policy had been to. accept only ordained ministers as his preach-
ers, but the number available to biltwas too small to meet the demand, and lay 
preachers were increasingly used to address the many communities that assembled to 
hear the Methodist message, sometimes in sympathy, and sometimes in bitter hostility. 
Lay preachers were encouraged to seek 'ordination, and this may have led to Paine's 
own candidature. The employment of lay preachers is another example of novel democ-
ratic practices within the Methodist movement, and it was one of Wesley's constant 
cares to restrict democratic tendencies to the spiritual plane, and to discourage 
their incidence in the secular field under the banner of Methodism; this was a 
practical policy forced upon hiM, for in the political climate of his day such a 
development could not have failed'to provoke a strong reaction against his movement; 
its existence would have been threatened, and the source from which democracy drew 
its inspiration in both religioes and secular fields, could have dried up. The 
reality of this threat was demonstrated in 1811, when Lord Sidmouth, as Home Secret-
ary, introduced a Bill to restrict ley preaching, which was seen as subversive to 
the state, since 'coblers, tailors, piggy-drovers, and chimney -sweepers' were claiming 
the right to preach. Baptists, Congregationalists, and Unitarians joined with the 
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Methodists to combat the Bill; five hundred petitions-against it were laid before 
the House of Lords, and Lord Erskine (who had defended.Paine)•drew attention to the 
abstinence of Wesley and his followers from political affairs. The Bill was then 
withdrawn.(13) 

Although Wesley's policy of keeping the'democratic aspects of main—stream Methodism 
within the spiritual , field may thus appear to have been justified by events, some of 
his preachers were not prepared to follow his lead'on thiWpointi and considered 
social philosophy to fall within their ambit. Notable amongst these was Alexander 
Kilham, who became known as the champion of liberty'and equality within the movement; 
this reputation earned him the accusation of being a 'Tom Painite' and led to his' 
being tried by the central Methodist authority-on the ground` that his activities '  

would jeopardise the movement's survival.(14) When the Persecution of Paine's suppo-
rters is considered, the persistence of anti—Paine proPaganda remembered, these fears 
become understandable if not justifiable. 

Some consideration of the secular effects of MethOdist thinking has been thought 
necessary to show that membership of the movement was not inconsistent with the 
development of Thomas Paine into one of the foremost thinkers of his age, but this' 
paper is not the place for a detailed examination. Readers• who might like to look 
more deeply into the revolutionary aspects of Methodism may find interesting a perusal 
od Bernard Semmel's book, The Methodist Revolution,  in which he postulates the thought 
—provoking thesis that it may have been because the English wOrking class had already 
achieved spiritual democracy through Methodism, that the- people were not impelled to 
pursue social democracy through revolution, as were the American and French peoples 
during the 18th century. 

- 	- 
When Paine was given the opportunity to return to the Excise in March, 1768, his 

decision to accept the posting to Lewes may have been'a difficult one, as it entailed 
cessation of itinerant preaching; but it did not entail termination of ether activ-
ities within the movement, and Paine may have seen- a settled period at Lewes as 
offering opportunities for further studying. He had probably-kept in touch with the 
service through the London officers, indeed it is difficult to see how he could have 
formed his association with Thomas Sykes (the first signatory to his subsequent salary 
petition), at any other period.(15) Sykes' office was in'the City of' London, and 
Paine may have approached him for information abOut the Grampeund post when it was 
offered him; once Paine had become personally known to the London excisemen, they 
would have observed his preaching activities at Moorfieldt, and might thus have 
discerned his potential as a leader. Dr.Johnson obterved and commented upon the 
singular ability of Methodists preachers to exprebs themsel'ves "in a plain and familiar 
manner, which is the only way to do good to the common people."(16) The excisemen at 
Paine's meetings might have come to a similar conclusion. 

Although Paine's period at Lewes was perhaps the most important one in his early 
life, it has not yet been adequately portrayed; it is accordingly now proposed to 
summarise it, and make known further information which has recently come to light. 

As Paine went to Lewes as an Excise Officer, his first concern on'arrival would have 
been to report at the excise office in the fawn:, and he would thus have becomeimmed 
iately familiar with the White Hart Inn, where the Lewes excisemen had been rmartered 
for decades. The master of the inn, ThomaS Scrace, Was the officially—appointed 
excise office—keeper, as the preceding masters had alto been, and he was responsible 
for a number of minor excise functions which would have kept him on familiar terms 
with each of the nine Excise Officers basedat his premites. Scrade was a prominent 
member of the urban community, who took,an active-intereit:in public affairs as well 
as being in constant contact with the various'' 	regularly held at hislnn; 
he was probably the first person whose acquaintance Paine madein Lewes, and Paine 
could have had no more versatile an informant on the community he' was joining. 

Paine's second concern would have been tO.decertain -*hei3O he could meet local people 
holding similar religious views to himself, and at that time they were associated 

C WO 
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with the congregation at the Westgate Chapel. This was multi-denominational. It had 
been founded by a Lewes minister who had suffered displacement under the Act of 
Uniformity, and when conditions later eased sufficiently for him to obtain a fresh 
licence to hold meetings, the deeds of the new meeting house were designed to avoid 
repeating what was seen as the injustice perpetrated by that Act. No particular mode 
of worship was prescribed, and ministers were free to dissent from the opinions of 
their predecessors. Paine may well have been pointing out the benefits of this broad 
approach to Christian worship, and deploring its absence elsewhere, when he wrote: 

How capable the best things are of being perverted to the worst purposes, 
has been too clearly envinced, by the many unhappy feuds and dissentions 
that have torn and distracted the Christian world. Such a variety of 
sects and parties have started up, that it requires a very tolerable 
share of understanding to distinguish their very names; Arians, Socin-
Jens, Arminians, Lutherans, Calvinists, &c, &c, &c. Now whatever may 
have been the causes of such a diversity of tenets, the consequences we 
are but too well acquainted with. Our zeal has eaten up our charity. In 
quest of the shadow we have lost the substance, and the most essential 
duties of Christianity have been either mistaken or forgotten, while we 
have been disputing about circumstantials 	 

If we could learn to be cool and dispassionate, we should then learn 
to be candid, and open to conviction, and our differences would terminate 
happily, viz in the detection of our own errors, or those of our antago-
nists. But here we fail. Being warm and strenuous in the defence of our 
own sentiments we don't love to give our opposers a hearing. Hence it 
happens that many of our misunderstandings are literally:nothing more 
than our not understanding each other. (17) 

Paine needed a permanent lodging, and when seeking one he would probably have cons-
ulted Scrace, for it is long--standing unofficial practice in local excise offices to 
maintain a list of available lodgings for the benefit of new-comers; there would have 
been a particular need for such a list at Lewes, for in the autumn of most years 
thirt ►odd extra officers were drafted there to collect the duty on the hop harvest. 
The list would have been in the hands of Scrace, who was always present to greet new 
arrivals, and when he had ascertained Paine's particular interests, Scrace probably 
recommended Paine to lodge with Samuel 011ive, son of a previous Westgate minister, 
whose residence adjoined the chapel. 011ive seems to have taken quickly to Paine,and 
would have been his sponsor with the Westgate congregation, which had always been 
notable for its strong tradition of public service. 011ive was serving his second 
term of high local office, and it is very likely that Paine's association with him 
paved the way for his early election to the 'Jury' of twelve prominent citizens who 
managed urban affairs; but Paine's personal bearing and his reputation as a former 
preacher would doubtless have been the deciding factors. 

At the time of Paine's arrival, 011ive's daughter Elizabeth was an assistant teacher 
at the school of a Mrs.Bridges, but this lady found it necessary to retire through 
ill-health shortly afterwards. Elizabeth seized the opportunity to open a school of 
her own, a bold step for a young girl, which she is unlikely to have been able to 
finance from her own resources; perhaps she needed the backing of her father, but if 
so his assistance was not long forthcoming for 011ive died in poor circumstances a 
few months later. Following a meeting of his creditors at the White Hart, his whole 
possessions, professional, domestic and personal, were sold under the hammer. The 
sale was advertised in two editions of the Lewes Journal, and on the second occasion 
another advertisement accompanied it: 

THOMAS PAIN, and ELIZ. OLLIVE, Daughter of the late Mr.Sam.OLLIVE,near 
the West-Gate, Lewes, continue selling in the same Shop, all sorts of 
TOBACCO, SNUFF, CHEESE, BUTTER, and Home-made BACON, with every Article 
of GROCERY, (TEA excepted) Wholesale and Retail, at the lowest Prices. 

An entire new STOCK will be laid in as soon as the present Stock,now 
advertised for public Sale, can be disposed of.(18) 

Suggestions that Paine re-opened 011ive's business subsequently are now seen to be 
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incorrect, since the advertisement makes clear that there was no break in trading; 
the business would presumably have passed into Paine's sole ownership under the laws 
of the time when he married Elizabeth, but we already know that when they subsequently 
separated there was a division of the property. The public advertising of his partner-
ship with Elizabeth is positive proof that his involvement was known to his excise 
superiors, who were based only a few yards from the Westgate premises, and it is prob-
able that it was to avoid any possible objections from them that tea was excluded from 
the range of groceries for sale, for tea was the staple commodity of the contraband 
trade. The reason why Paine stopped lodging at Bull House on 011ive's death is also 
now clear, since every stick of furniture and every shred of household linen was auc-
tioned to pay 011ive's debts, no living facilities would have remained there for him. 

Nothing is positively known of the scholastic attainments of Elizabeth, but the 
general impression has been that she was a well-educated girl. The Lewes Writings, 
which were penned after Paine's second marriage, contain a number of references not 
only to Milton and other English poets, but also to latin poets, although Paine has 
generally been thought unversed in that language; Elizabeth may have had a knowledge 
of latin, and she may have passed it to her husband, who had been at a disadvantage 
without a classical education when applying for ordination. It is quite compatible 
with Paine's character, as we can now see it, with the religious vein that runs through 
the Lewes Writings, and with the general tenor of his observations on other ethical 
questions, that Paine could still have aimed at ordination during his Lewes period. 
As Elizabeth was the grand-daughter of a former Westgate minister, it is conceivable 
that they both bore in mind the possibility of Paine becoming the minister of the 
liberal-minded Westgate congregation. 

Paine's appointment to Lewes was to Lewes 4 Outride, which means that he was one of 
the six riding officers who covered the countryside around Lewes on horseback. Each 
of them would have been responsible for a specified area, but the one Paine covered 
has not been identified; such circumstantial evidence as is available suggests that he 
may have been concerned with the vicinity of Uckfield. Excise work within the town 
limits was primarily laid to two town officers, but the central situation of the 
common office in the White Hart meant that Paine would have had some business in the 
town. The incidence of sickness and similar disruptions of normal arrangements might 
also lead to Paine making visits within the town, but mainly he would have worked in 
the country. After he lost his original lodgings on 011ive's death, it is possible 
that he found a new residence in the country more convenient for his working practice 
than living in the town. 

The countryside around Lewes was probably the most attractive area to which Paine 
was directed by the Excise Commissioners; Lewes stands at the edge of the ancient 
forest lands that once extended from the South Downs to the North Downs, and it was 
timber from those forests which fuelled the Sussex iron industry that was active when 
Paine was resident there. He recorded the impressions the countryside made upon him, 
and the thoughts it stimulated: 

One of these Halcyon  days, some time since, tempted me to extend my walk 
beyond its usual limits. I was drawn insensibly on, till I had gained a 
considerable eminence, where I was presented with a very striking prosp-
ect. It was bounded on one side by a distant view of the downs, on the 
other by the Forest; the intervening tract of land was agreeably diver-
sified with several pleasing objects, and the whole terminated by a 
beautiful sky. As the sun shone, and the air was remarkably still, I 
stood some time gratifying my eye with the landskip. "Ahl (thought I) 
if the human mind were always as serene and calm as the scene I have 
now before me, how pleasantly might we glide down the stream of life: 
But as it is in the greater, so it is in the little world, called man: 
our sunshine is still succeeded by storms: some russling passion is 
still breaking in upon our repose, and depriving us even of those rati-
onal enjoyments we might otherwise innocently partake of."(19) 

Again Paine's words appear prescient to modern readers. They appeared in December 
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1773; within months the Sussex countryside was swept from his daily life by his necond 
excise dismissal, which came like a bolt from the beautiful sky 11,1 had admired. 

Particular interest naturally attaches to the first of the articles in the form of 
letters that Paine addressed to the printer of .the Sussex Weekly Advertiser,  which 
in this paper is generally referred to by its alternative title of the Lewes Jour-
nal. It will now come as no surprise. thatPainels prime motivation was his sympathy 
with th6 endeavours of the Methodistsv, and that his object in. writing it was to open 
the way towards a more rational appraisal tf these endeaVours than had recently been 
accorded them in the vicinity% MethodisM exerted its greatest appeal in industrial 
districts, and it was still a contentious movement in conservative areas such as 
rural Sussex. The Lewes Journal.  in September.17724 carried a report of a Methodist 
preacher being harried from pitish to parish by persecutors assailing him with missiles 
and rotten eggs. Paine showed in its first letter to the Journal that he was already 
the Man of Reason, opposed to mindless hostility, but 'seeking to counter it, not by 
confrontation, but by stimulatingleit'and thought-provoking suggestion: 

Mr.Printer, 
I BELIEVE, with no other insitrUmenti than plain truth and a little common 
sense I could dissect that Paragraph Inyour paper whiCh mentions the 
defeat of the Metes hodist troo island:n(114r Uckfield. However, I shall 
only observe, that confronted and Confuted as they were with the all-
powerful rhetoric of rotten 'eggs, brocimbats 	:their enemies must, at 
least, allow, that it was Only a Common ides* of gerneralship to quit 
the field, and make a 'prudent retreat. It the whole circle of Logicenot 
a Syllogism can be found that )umi-halfthe force of a -missile weapon, 
directed at the outside of the head.'People talk of convincing one another 
by force of argument; but •tie all.a Joke, I assure you, compared to the 
dint of a broombat. In short4.the oratory 'of the mob is in itself perfectly 
irresistible... But, by the byt4,if we should ever live to see a thorough 
reformation take place, bah in:Prineiples,and practice, I am inclined to 
think it will never be brought about lq-mere dint of rioting and rotten 
eggs. I am told, a sensiblelagistratc.upon,the ispot thought this but an 
awkward kind of reasoning, and therefore rationally-enough.desired the 
Logicians to desist from this species of argument. But you will say,"Are 
not these people in the wrong? 4ksisOt many Hof the Clergy oppose them?" 
They do, and I heartily reverence them for :so ,doing, beoause I believe 
they do it from principle; they:dolt, 'because they suppose these people 
Schismatics. But we'donit Itmi-of the Clergytd goinirtut at the head of 
a mob to oppose them. Nol Mentif principle can't dO this - But let me 
whisper a word in your 'ears If their discourses are really so stupid and 
unconnected as they are said to be, it would not be mueb amiss to let 
them convict and confute themselVets a much more rational triumph this, 
than one obtained by any other means whatever(20) 

Paine did not sign this letter with his name; in accordance with the custom of the 
time he cloaked his identity'Under a.  penuname - one which leapt to my eye when I 
observed it on perusing a 'file of the4SimmvJournal.  Paine signed himself - - 
A FORESTER. 

My view that A FORESTER and Paine were *became person, is'based on the internal 
evidence in the Lewes Writings =of elyie:andasibjeidtmatterv ain the logic of the pen-
name, which Paine is known to 'haVe reviVedAwithbUt a slight - variation) in America 
where he has no known connection withatorest4 and on comparison of time factors 
including Paine's known visit to Ictsdwin the winter 'of 1772/310 pursue his 
Case of the Officers of ,Excise.  PainOslaotualdeparture -for:London appears to have 
been precipitate, for although heladtrranged.to supply a'Weekly feature to William 
Lee, printer of the Lewes-Journal  lieJeft Lewes without 'making arrangements for 
two-way correspondence, as is shOwn brims inserting a note -in the town column of 
the paper for November 30th.-, 1772i-which he ,knew Paine would:read 'in 'the London 
coffee houses where the Journal  irasAwintlarlyoindlelletA Line from Forester, 
acquainting the Printer where to maybe wrote to, will be esteemed a favour.' Lee 
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was also the printer of the 4000 copes of Pane's Case of the Officers of Ilxnise, 
which Paine "as di:Itributing about that time to hiz fellow officers, the Members of 
Parliament, and to prominent'lublic fioureS„-  andit may be that Lee was seeking 
instructions for delivii:ting'some of the,Conaiderable.bulk of pamphlets, which Paine 
may have wished to be done promptly in support of his personal efforts. 

- - 
It is.not practicableto include 'in.this paper more than a selection from the Lewes 

-Writing's; those that.now fofiOWhave been,chosen:as,illustrations of my reasons for 
attribUting their auth9rship-to Paine, an&-alsoas:examplesof his thinking during 
his Lewes Peripdoll,,religIonf.on ,societyandonhis;fellow men. With the welcome 
revival. of , interetin-?aine,whichseems'to have-been'particularly strong in America 
following the bi-..centennial:,celebrationei,  thgetimeappears ripe for a new edition of 
his-works,,andif4hics-i“ort1),coming, it is hoPedcthat:the Lewes Writings will become 
generally. available.in  their,: entirety..  _ 	. 

The following. quotation foreshadows in some-  degree the first part of The Age of Re- 
ason. Itis-attracive4iiting.,,'an&is concluded by an incisive assessment of the 
fallibility,:of:learninguneupported by understandingi-which could only have been 
expressed by a mind as brilliant as that .of Thomas Paine: 

Among'thevarious-linds:o“dolatry-we have upon record, that of worship-
ping theiheavenly:13odiesi seemsof.allothers.the most plausible and 
ratiOnal.,Consider,theSUn as an immense mountain of light and heat, rip- 

. ening.by his influence.'into life'and actien:all'the several tribes of the 
animaliminerali andliegetablekingdoms.and you may,. I think, easily- co-
nceive hovvobVious and - natural it - was- for an uninstructed heathen 	to 
mistake sitche.-bodyforrthe-God of:this'lOwerworld. I remember at school 
being:muCh:pleased With-Herodatitts.worshipPers of .the Moon, waiting to 
hail and.welcome:their.rising._Ooddess'with-  all the festivities of music, 

werereally-Idolaters•of'taste. In all the grand mach- 
• finery' of the-oreation,-Lhardly-know so fine- an object as a rising full 
-.Moon, especially-in summer.•Afteren.  oppressively hot.day, which how 

thrown A languourupOn-both Mindandibody, .Can anything equal "The coming 
-on'of gratefuI-evening-mild,"' ushered,inJby such.a glorious harbinger? 
What exquisitpaintineLWhat sceneryl A very luxury in natures One of her 
richest repastsLEverysense-seems regaled:; every faculty harmonised and 

-disposedto favout-thought-andreflection Find. yet how -lost, how utterly 
lost is all-:this:.tomillions-and millions?*Why?-Because we all look through 
different glasses; one has thp -,lans--ofhia (mind!s) eye so thick and horny 
that he sees no objects distinctly.: Some view everything through the dirty 
medium of gain; others through:the misty glassYof.sensual pleasure. Some 
are blinded:by..ambition, othere:drunk. and besotted by intemperance. But of 
all, one is most.. vexed_ by.thOsep whp.are TOO-SHARP-SIGHTED TO SEE, or, in 
other :wordsv pho,have too much learning to have any taste at all, who are 
so bewildered:inthelabyrinth of 	•falsely-so called, that they are 
lost to every thing worthy of. their notice. Admirable work this to be 
learnedly stupid. A man - in such a case is like a warrior pressed to death 
withthe..weight :of_his-own armour.:.(21):- 

Mrnextextractwhich is.also-,in.religious vein, depicts Paine in the unfamiliar 
role of an apologist for revealed:religion.'It displays. his remarkable ability to 
postulate an apparently-strong proposition, and then to demonstrate its weakness in 
a few - lines,ofconcise,forceful: and. lucid reasOningv ipunching the message home by a 
strikingIyeffective homelyillustrationthaVexertsan immediate impact' upon readers 
of. .alt. persuasiont4,'But.LAhinkAtls4Mportant to :rote that even when defending 
orthodoX- religioniPainebased 	case.nOtonHqUbtationa.from the bible, but upon 
the foroo.of. rationalteasoningt 

.0neofc.theLzaolidest,Anfidel..tatteriesthatLhaVebeen:..play"d.off against 
revealliir04-gion4Asthatit:almunds,inmysteries.It is absurd (say 
they)-7-tOTequirey.ourlaithAm,mattersConfeS09c11.YOlovethe_reach of our 

,,underStanding.":Theobjeoticm4at_firettight4appears formidable enough, 
but will !:9:44,14;:UP011:PXaM44.4.7ti4M,:'AP :carrrwi:th it little or no force 
at, all. Whether,  a:thing.exists. .andliow,it',exitts*..are.certainlytwo very 

11. 
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distinct enquiries. Even among the objects of sense, which we may be 
supposed to be best acquainted with, we are every moment forced to 
acknowledge numberless truths, which, with the utmost stretch of our 
faculties, we can no ways fully conceive, nay, which we have hardly 
any competent idea of at all. The various modifications of matter, the 
exquisite mechanism, and organisation of animal and vegetable bodies, 
&c, are (as to their first rationale) utter secrets to us, and so they 
will ever remain. A single blade of grass is as effectual a puzzle—wit 
for all the philosophers upon earth, as is the Solar System, and twenty 
other Systems added to it.(22) 

The.suggestion that Paine evinced no interest in social affairs of his day, before 
his emigration to America, is shown by the Lewes Writings to be quite unfounded.Paine's 
consuming interest in his fellow—mortals is clearly exnressed — almost off—handedly 
as if such an obvious truism did not warrant taking up newspaper space to record — in 
a short paranthesis: 

....and (as I love to see human nature in all its shapes)...(23) 
(These words might well be preserved as the standing reason why 
excisemen continue in their harassing and unremunerative profes- 
sion, ground as they are between insensitive authority and the 
perplexed and resenting public). 

In another extract, Paine makes observations or humanity in much greater detail, 
and demonstrates that notwithstanding the apparent wide differences between the great 
and the lowly, there is much less real difference between them than many suppose: 

I have sometimes thought, that a work in which all the various movements 
of pride should be fully discussed, would consist at least of twenty volumes 
in folio; and I believe then, after the publication of the twentieth volume, 
the writer would find fresh matter starting up in his way. High life and low 
life are both equally full of it. Has a nobleman his attitudes, his peculiar 
manner, gait, &c.? So has a carter; I have seen it clearly in the carriage 
and conduct of his whip, and in his tone and manner of address to his horses 
	 People may be poor, but they won't let lords and ladies have all 
the pride to themselves. The villager has a world of-his own (of which his 
cottage is the centre), and there he strives to cut a figure, asyour 
great folks do in a higher sphere. The barber (forgetting himself) rises 
into a politician, trims the balance of Yurope, and talks of Kings and 
Princes with all the freedom of a prime minister.(24) 

Paine's range- of sympathetic interests extended beyond human, affairs into the animal 
kingdomv and beyond that again intolhe domain of insects: 

. 	.Life is life, though it be in miniature, and it's nothing but ignorance 
and prejudice that makes you think a creature beneath your notice, only 
because it's less than yourself. 

To crush With your foot an inoffensive reptile, or otherwise needlessly 
mal—treat any. of the creatures that are put in your power, is the triumph 
of a little mind, and a species of cruelty which it will more than puzzle 
all your philosophy to justify.(25) 

But in reflecting upon., reatures other than man, Paine was quite capal)le of pointing 
the moral that man was by no means the vastly superior heir.- he was popularly repres- 
ented to be. The following reflection on the commur.ity life within an art hill is an 
example of this, and it carries a stinq that could have found some uneasy victims. 

There's not a state in Europe, 	 -f 	move 	half the 
.harmony that subsists in this little republic. 'Nery individual Ant there 
ie. a patriot, I warrant him, and ?gas .the good of tip commIzniy warmly at 
heart. 3very individual Ant suiTor4:,  the charactr a,-,sime:: him with equal. 
dignity and - propriety. And if "auh little beasts" are cu:loeptil-1 of many 
nassions,  'T dare affirm, they are well• i7overre:, all under due rec7ulaticn 
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and restraint, and all subservient to the public caese. Can you con-
ceive of an Ant statesman selling hls.coleetryt  and betraying the !n-
terests of the hillock to the enemy? i can't. Can you form an idea of 
an Ant, whether peer, oorxioner, or what not, idly basking in the sun, 
and living at the expence of the public-, eitheut bringing in a single 
grain to the stock? There is no such to be found  

And if I were to give you a list of human follies and extraysgancles, 
and then ask you if you thought 	cad anyplace in this hillock, 
think you must necessarily answer me in the negative.(26) 

One aspect of Paine's character which is well known, but for which be has beer given 
too little credit, is his lack of personal eeeed, and his willingness - indeed his 
anxiety - to forgo pecuniary gain from the major works he envisaged as altruistic co-
ntributons ti's human philosophy. There have been many. Trite= whose efforts have 'led 
to amelioration of want, or 	 ov:u 	in human conditions, and them have been - many 
men and women of wealth who have generously contributed to charity. But if there have 
been philanthopists - other than Thomas Paine - who have donated the rewarie from 
their literary successes to the co:enmity they eeueht to serve while they themselves 
remained in modest circumstances, there has been no li sting of them that has been 
generally Brought to notice. Paine deelared the dangers of over-valuing worldly wealth 
while he was in Lewes, and at a time when he was actively proclaiming the hardships 
inflicted upon excisemen by the constraint of fixed ealaries in inflationary times. 
His declamation on this point is one of the indications that inclines me to the view 
that he may well have seen himself as a possible minister inculcating the desirability 
of a broad rather than a narrow approach to human values. And Paine's subsequent 
dispersal of the rewards from his own literary successes shows that his views were 
genuinely held, and not mere rhetoric. 

My good friends: however difficult it may be to persuade many of you to 
think so, yet certain it is, that the universal  veneration men have for 
the mineral call'd Gold is highly absurd and preposterous. To be sure 
it's a useful thing in it's place. It is found to be a good viaticum 
enough upon a journey, and to answer many other purposes in social life. 
But because it answers some purposes, is it therefore to answer all? 
Suppose it to be a convenient medium in Lae business of commerce, to 
reduce wares to a balance, is this any reason it should be made the 
common measure and standard of everything else? If they are, then, when 
we see a child in raeteems over a piece of gilt gingerbread, we see a 
PICTUR;;; OF THE TIMES.(27) 

But Paine, like other human beings, must inevitably have been influenced at times by 
the happenings - and any bitter experiences - which had befallen him in person. It was 
possibly the injustice of his first dismissal from the Excise which lay behind his 
plea for proper consideration being given to matters which involved the public interest: 

When any thing is upon the carpet, in justice to the public, as well as 
yourself, do suspend your judgment a little; assert the distinguishing 
privilege of a rational being, which is, to think, before you determine; 
otherwise you are liable to injure society, you commit an outrage against 
common sense, and in so doing, glaringly insult your understanding.(28) 

Although Paine could not have known so, these words were apposite not only to his 
first excise dismissal, but also to his second,. Whilst the full circumstances of this 
second dismissal are best reserved for separate discuesion elsewhere, it is consistent 
with the general purpose of this paper to delineate them broadly, so that the substance 
of new information may be recorded. 

A new reading of Paine's excise career now suggests that in early 1774 Paine was 
recommended for promotion by the Excise Commissioner George Lewis Scott, who has long 
been recognised as a patron of Paine. It may be wondered why Scott should have delayed 
more than a year after Paine's visit to London to take this step, but again 	the 
Lewes Writings provide a clue, as there are indications that Paine suffered an illness 
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- possibly serious enough to be counted a breakdown - after his return to Lewes.(29) 
This illness caused a break in the continuity of the Writings, and it also explains 
the cessation of Paine's participation in urban affairs in 1773, although he did not 
leave the town until the following year. 

a 

A recommendation for promotion from Commissioner level could not fail to carry strong 
weight, and it vrould have commanded immediate attention. Paine is seen, from his known 
correspondence, to have been favourably disposed towards promotion, and it is concei-
vable - to judge by his actions - that he had been assured promotion was certain, But 
promotion carried an inevitable consequence; it necessitated removal from Lewes and 
cessation of his activities in the town. Paine accepted this. The Lewes Journal  of 
April 11th., 1774,  carried an announcement of the sale by auction of business and 
household effects near the West Gate, the sale to be conducted on April 14th. and 15th. 
The substance of this announcement was published by Oldys; but he refrained from det-
ailii;:: its suffix: 

:J.B. The Dwelling House with a good Warehouse, Stable and pleasant Garden, 
to be LET and entered on immediately. (A minor point that may be mentioned here 

tat the announcement spelt Paine with the final et  showing that the alternative 
-Telling was in use before Paine emigrated.) 

No indication has so far been found of how much notice was required for the insert-
ion of an announcement in the Lewes Journal;  it is highly probable that several days 
at least would have been required, as is the practice today, and it follows that the 
decision to quit the Westgate premises must have been taken several days before Monday, 
April 11th. Since the Commissioners dismissed Paine from Lewes 4 Outride on Friday, 
April 8th., and their decision must have been physically carried to Lewes, it is 
apparent that the decision to sell up the business was taken before Paine was dismissed. 

What seems to be clear is that Paine was in line for promotion in March, and that 
he arranged to sell up his business some days before April 11th. It happened that an 
opportunity to contrive Paine's second dismissal arose about this time, when his Sup-
ervisor was granted leave; a substitute official named Edward Clifford, whose movem- 
ents were controlled from London, was sent temporarily to Lewes, and on April 6th0, 
he lodged a complaint that Paine was absent without leave, and imputed debt as Paine's 
reason. Under the standing rules of the service, such a complaint should have been 
passed for investigation to the highest local official, the Excise Collector for 
Sussex, who was also based in Lewes town. The Collector would have been the official 
who had arranged Paine's prolonged visit to London the preceding year, and he would 
have known Paine very well; he would have known Paine's promotion position, he would 
have been personally familiar with Paine's shop, and he would have known, in all 
probability, why Paine was selling up. He would in fact have been ideally placed to 
investigate Clifford's complaint and to report fully upon it to the Commissioners, as 
was his duty. That no such investigation was made is shown by the terms of the Board's 
minute dismissing Paine on April 8th.: 

Thomas Pain Officer of Lewes 4th. Outride Sussex Collection, having 
4 	quitted his Business without obtaining the Boards leave for so doing, 

and being gone off on account of the Debts which he hath contracted, 
as by Letter of the 6th. instant from Edward Clifford Supervisor and 
the said Paine having been once before Discharged; ORDER'D that he 
be again Discharged, that the Supernumerary or a proper officer supply 
the vacancy....(30) 

Not only was Clifford's complaint uninvestigated by the Collector, but it must have 
been rushed post-haste to London; otherwise it could not have been decided by the 
Board - or by the advising official - two days later. The wording of the minute gives 
no indication that Clifford was only temporarily at Lewes and had only slight knowledge 
of Paine; further, the minute reads as if Clifford was an established Supervisor 
when he was in fact an Examiner - an apprentice Supervisor employed on head office 
duties when not officiating for Supervisors absent on leave or for other causes. The 
speed with which the unsupported complaint by a temporary official at Lewes was 
7u.shed to the Board and irregularly dealt with, is strong circumstantial evidence of 
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the desire to contrive Paine's ruin at Lewes. 

In the space of a few days, Paine, who had looked set for an advancement in the 
Excise, was deprived of his livelihood, and robbed of his reputation in Lewes. No 
evidence has ever been produced that the sale of his possessions was other than vol-
untary, and there is no evidence that the business was not satisfactorily wound up. 
Oldys has told us that Paine continued to enjoy the confidence of the Commissioner, 
G.L.Scott, who supported his appeal for restoration, but the grounds of Paine's appeal 
have never been ascertained. We know from other sources that Paine entered into legal 
articles of separation from his wife, whom he set legally free without dissolving the 
marriage; and we know Scott enlisted the aid of Benjamin Franklin to give Paine a 
good start in a new life in America when Paine decided to emigrate. Scott, in fact, 
did his very best to mitigate the disastrous results that followed his well-meaning 
attempt to promote Paine's interest in the Excise. 

Until recently it was believel that the first thirty-seven years of Paine's life 
formed a self-contained episode that bore little relationship to the spectacular car-
eer that was to follow; the truth is far different, for it was on the experience of 
those years that Paine was to build, and he left clues that enable the continuity to 
be traced. 

Paine's personal life during his first year in America seems to be no better known 
than much of his early life in England, but information continues to be gathered 
about the structure of society in Philadelphia, in which he moved. The most detailed 
account to date of Paine's early journalistic activities in America is to be found in 
D.F,Hawke's biography, Paine, which appears to lay surprising emphasis on scurrilous 
comments by Paine's detractors, which are not impartially assessed; but Hawke, like 
Oldys, supplies information on some points which are not found elsewhere, and which 
allows an independent opinion to be advanced. 

Hawke's account of Paine's connection with the Pennsylvania Magazine  seems to me to 
be of particular importance, for his description of Paine's editorial practices reveals 
- to a researcher who has looked through the files of the Lewes. Journal  - that these 
were modelled upon the practice in Lewes. More important, Hawke quotes the motto of 
the magazine, Juvat in sylvis habitare,  the significance of which I think he misses. 
Literally it means 'It is of use to live in the woods,' which is surely a strange 
sentiment with which to launch a new magazine in an environment which has no specific 
sylvan associations; however, when this motto is expressed in the Paine idiom, it 
becomes, 'It is useful to be A FORESTER,' and this exactly summarises Paine's situation 
on taking over th' practical control of the magazine. 

Paine's letter to Benjamin Franklin dated March 4th., 1775,(31) gives a reasonably 
clear explanation of Paine's position; in it he says ' 	Robert Aitken, has lately 
attempted a magazine, but having little or no turn that way himself, has applied to 
me for assistance.' This suggests that Paine could have found himself in charge of 
a first number unprepared editorially for printing, and that he pulled it into shape 
for production; in other words that he may have played no part in the first number as 
a contributor, but may have edited in part. The position regarding the first number is 
not clear, but it may be made clearer by a detailed examination of surviving copies of 
the magazine. The intriguing point is the allocation of the motto to its instigator, 
for whereas it has no apparent relevance to the printer of the magazine or its readr. 
crs, it seems tc have a very clear relevance to Paine. 

Increased Interest now attaches to the known fact that Paine originally intended 
';oamov Sense  to be published las a series of letters in the newspapers' (S2) for this 
is now seen to be merely an i?tention to continue hismLewes practice of submitting 
regu7ar articles for continuing publication in successive editions. Hawke tells us 
that Paine began journalistic activities in the first days of his American experience, 
and It now appears to me that Paine's intention on emigrating to America was to cont-
irue his career as a journalist which had been well established in England. This would 
have been a bold intention fcr an inexperienced immigrant, but Paine cannot have 
expected to support himself 1::f writing from the first. Ordinary prudence would have 
sll';Gected 	an alterna:.ve prcre::sicn would he necessary initially, and tutoring 
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would have seemed a good choice for this temporary expedient. Benjamin Franklin's 
letter recommending Paine to his son-in-law, Richard Bache, may be read as seeking to 
secure for Paine some such provisional employment: 

you can put him in a way of obtaining employment as a clerk, or 
assistant tutor in a school, or assistant surveyor, 	till he can make 
acquaintance and obtain a knowledge of the country....(33) 

When newspaper correspondence followed the publication of Common Sense, and Paine 
became involved in the debate, he found himself in a similar situation tc that which 
prompted his first letter in the Lewes Journal, which had also defended the preaching 
of a new doctrine. While it was natural, in these parallel circumstances, for Paine 
to revive his first pen-name, it must also have been a deliberate decision, for by that 
time he had been long enough in his new environment to know how unusual the pseudonym 
The Forester would appear there. The minor variation in the pen-name is easily accou-
nted fort  for whilst on penning his first article in the Lewes press Paine had been 
one of the many local residents who could regard themselves as foresters, the success 
of his articles was such that he had quickly become known as The Forester, and indeed 
he occasionally so referred to himself in the Lewes Writings. 34)  But there is another 
point relating to Paine's revival of his first pen-name which is of greater interest 
and importance; at one time in Lewes Paine found himself being regarded as the author 
of many more letters to the Journal than he had himself written; this situation prov-
oked from him a special letter to the Journal which was penned in humerous vein, but 
which concluded with an undertaking that Paine might have felt himself bound to res-
pect even in his new life in America; 

It is a common remark, that people are seldom very fond of being called 
upon to father other folks children. And indeed I see no reason why they 
should. If a man provides for, and take care of his own, it appears to 
be all the claim the community has upon him in that respect. And yet, we 
find, this won't always serve his point neither. But to come to the point. 
I am (it seems) the reputed, Author of many Letters that have appeared in 
your Paper, besides what I have acknowledged for my own. Nay, at one time, 
not a single literary bantling could put its head into the world, but it 
was immediately laid to my charge. To be sure when a Hen roost is robb'd, 
it is so natural to suspect an old offender, that I had but little room 
to be angry. If the imputation was designed me as a compliment, I acknow-
ledge the obligation; but I must confess, I am not a very passionate adm-
irer of such compliments, because they may involve a man in difficulties, 
which all the friends he has can't extricate him out of. I have no ambit- 
ion to be called upon to eat another man's words, nor to defend any opinions 
but my own. The maxim in these affairs seems to be, Res tuas tibi habeto,  
et ego habeto meas. I have made this an invariable rule. You may call mine 
indeed a kind of Bush-fighting, because I always take my stand in the Wood; 
but it deserves that name in no other sense whatever, because I have never 
discharged a single bolt (however wildly it might be aim's) without first 
setting my mark to it. However, to guard against all misunderstandings 
for the future, in A MATTER OF SUCH MIGHT IMPORTANCE, I take upon me to 
affirm, and I can affirm it with truth, that as I never have, so I never 
will send any thing to the Paper, but under one and the same Signature, 
namely, that of 

A FORESTER.(35) 

There is an obvious implication in Paine's (presumed) respect for this Lewes Journal  
undertaking that his American writings might have been known - or were expected to 
become known - to some of his friends in Lewes; there is some evidence that he kept 
in touch with Lewes whenever he could. We know for certain that Paine read the Lewes 
Journal when he eventually returned to London, for he clearly stated as much in his 
letter to the Sheriff of Sussex dated June 30th., 1792;(36) (this letter was produced 
at the meeting in the Town Hall at Lewes, but was 'cast unopened upon the table, and 
torn to pieces with distinguished marks of contempt,....' but not without some sounds 
of protest from the assembly)(37) In my view, Paine deliberately linked his old and 
his new journalistic careers by his revival of the Forester identity, but he did so 
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in a manner which did not make the link immediately apparent to his contemporaries, 
although the connection is clear to any impartial researcher in our own day. 

Another point of interest is that Oldys described the American Forester letters as 
written by A Forester, although - since he was a student of American newspapers - he 
might have been expected to use the later form of Paine's pen-name. Since Oldys had 
access to Paine's excise records, which probably detailed Paine's literary activities 
in Lewes, it is likely that Oldys was aware of the Lewes Writings, but preferred not 
to publicise them. Yet by using the first form of the pseudonym, he put himself in a 
position to defend his own reputation as a researcher if he ever needed to. 

Discovery of the Lewes Writings seems to me a major advance in our knowledge of 
Paine, but their impact is bound to vary from reader to reader, for, as is to be exp-
ected of the early work even of so gifted a writer as Paine they differ in subject 
matter, in style, in interest, and in importance. My own impressions, as set out in 
this paper, can only be presented as starting points for further consideration. Within 
this context, I may perhaps be permitted to record that on first perusing them I refl-
ected that possibly the most important single item therein is a short passage in which 
Paine describes his approach when seeking to convert a man to a fresh opinion: 

....but one thing I seem to be clear in, viz. that the best way to 
convince a man, or (if you make a metaphor of it) to conquer him, 
is to meet him in his own way, and fight him with his own weapons. 
David might well say of the arms they furnished him with, "I cannot 
go with these, for I have not proved them." People do not love to 
have instruments put into their hands which they have not been used 
to, they always seem awkward to us, and 'tis but natural to throw 
them away with disdain.(38) 

These words, like much of Paine's writing, seem to express the opinion of a simple 
man, but the thinking behind them is profound. I think they embody the secret of Paine's 
vast popular appeal, and show his blending of many sources of experience into his 
advanced technique of persuasion. Who could have learned better than the exciseman 
who never needed to refer a contentious matter to the Lewes Justices that the way to 
overcome a trader's reluctance to pay revenue was to reason with him from his own 
point of view? Who but a man who loved 'to see human nature in all its shapes' and 
who was familiar with manual practice in many trades, would have appreciated the gen-
eral reluctance to accept unfamiliar tools (and novel ideas) thrust into unwilling 
hands (and minds) by mis-guided well-wishers, and the astonishing results that could 
be achieved by adapting familiar ones to new circumstances? Who could know better than 
an itinerant lay preacher the force of biblical precepts aptly quoted to match a human 
situation and resolve a human dilemma? And who knew better than Paine, the architect 
of social democracy, the number of potential Davids in any worthy community capable of 
emerging as giant-killers when effectively called to battle? 

With hindsight, it is now possible to see Paine's technique employed even in his 
first letter to the Lewes Journal, but the finest example of Paine's mounting an argu-
ment for change from the stanpoint of his audience must surely be Common Sense. And 
Common Sense is a masterly display of the Methodist approach being adapted to a 
secular situations Methodism had been popularised in America, not by John Wesley, but 
by George Whitefield, whose vigorous Calvinistic preaching ignited the religious 
ferour of the American settlers, during the period known as the Great Awakening. Eric 
Foner has related that the evangelical religious fundamentalism flowing from that 
time was still a potent source of the social climate Paine found on his arrival in the 
New World.(39) In Common Sense, after stating the broad outlines of his subject,Paine 
launched into strong biblical declamation. He thus met the ordinary Americans in their 
own way, and he fought their conservative reluctance to break with monarchial govern-
ment with their own familiar weapons of biblical quotations: 

Paine may well have moved away from the religious attitude he adopted in Common 
Sense in his own thinking, but it was not his object to present his own current rel-
igious views in his anonymous pamphlet; yet it is to be carefully noted that when 
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punching home the message that the Almighty had entered a divine protest against mon- 
archial government in the scriptures, he presented this not as a single conclusion, 
but as one of two possible conclusion, the alternative being 'or the scripture is 
false.'(40) Paine was not at that time the only advocate of American idenpendence,but 
he was the only one with sufficient understanding of ordinary people coupled with the 
essential gift of lucid rational exposition, who was able to lead them towards indep-
endence from their own positions, which were their inevitable starting points when he 
brought them into the political debate. Thomas Paine, who seemed to some American le-
aders to be a man of inferior intellectual talents, was in fact already the master of 
psychological warfare, an advanced technique scarcely  dreamed of in those days. Paine 
not only understood its basis, but was its skillea and experienced practitioner; his 
enemies could never forgive his clearer vision of social democracy, and his greater 
wisdom in applying it to the purpose he was immediately concerned with. 

Paine's technique in seeking conversion, as he set it out in the Lewes Writings at 
the outset of his career, explains the great difference in approach in the first and 
second parts of The Age of Reason. The first part was specifically aimed at the grow-
ing band of French atheists who had already rejected dogma and placed their faith in 
reason; Paine started from their chosen ground and wrestled with them on the basis of 
of the incontrovertible evidence in the heavens above as explored and interpreted by 
their own new priests, the scientists of the day. When the practitioners of orthodoxy 
became sufficiently alarmed to enter the debate from a different point of view, and 
on the quite different premises of biblical authority, Paine accepted their challenge; 
he wrote the second part on the basis of the ground chosen by his challengers, and he 
fought them with their own chosen weapon - the reliability of scriptural writings. 

Discovery of the Lewes Writings will inevitably revive, and in more acute form, the 
question why Paine disclaimed writing in England. Since no evidence has emerged that 
Paine benefited financially from them, the Lewes Writings do not diminish the previous 
suggestion that Paine was merely denying writing for pecuniary profit. I do not find 
this suggestion convincing, and I suggest that a more positive approach to the problem 
is to consider the position which would have arisen if Paine had acknowledged his 
English writings. He would then have identified the author of Common Sense as an excise 
-man from Lewes who had produced the Lewes Writings and the Case of the Officers of  
Excise, both of which were known to the Establishment. 

The inference seems to be that he was concerned to avoid being so identified, and it 
appears that he may have ..been successful in this endeavour until the publication of 
Oldys life many years later. Since Paine himself would have had nothing to lose in 
America by such identification, my conclusion is that Paine sought to avoid a resulting 
consequence which would not have fallen upon himself, but upon his wife and parents 
left behind in England. In other words, Paine was already a political refugee at the 
time of his emigration, and - like similar tragic figures in our own timesc- he was 
concerned to shield his relatives back home from persecution in revenge for his cont- . 
ribution to the American Revolution. Paine's wife would have been particularly vulner- 
able to officially-inspired abuse, and it could have been to minimise this possibility 
that be set her free before emigrating; and we know from the persistence of the anti-
Paine lobby in Thetford that his parents could have been made very uncomfortable indeed 
in their old age. 

Paine's position on his-return to England was quite different. He was then a famous: 
and influential American citizen, whom the Establishment would not attack until it 
managed to diminish his stature, a manoeuvre which was attempted by commissioning Chal-
mers to write the Oldys biography. And it is quite clear that Paine still continued to 
shield his associates, and, set himself to draw the recriminations of the Establishment 
onto himself alone. It almost seems that - he courted martyrdom, perhaps because he could 
see no other effective way.of impressing his case upon history. That he changed his 
tactics was due to the introduction of a new factor into the situation which offered 
him a chance to play a continuing part in the events which were changing the Western 
World, Achille Audibert arrived in London to acquaint Paine that he had been elected 
as representative for Pas de Calais,. and Paine accompanied Audibert back to France to 
continue his career on the world stage as a member of the French Convention. 
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To readers who find difficulty in crediting ttat an elTleeman ane his family could . 
become subject to persecution in England, I offer a single cod. legal fact. Two cent-
uries of continuing human progress were necessary before the. Age of Ilumar :tights 
arrived; the Parliamentary Commissioner Act of 1967 •then emPawered an i.;relish Ombuds.■ 

man ro enquire intc action taken on behalf of the Crown. 5ut the Act incorporates a 
third schedule which excludes from its benefit a vast. rangelof public servants, incl-
uding excisemen, no matter how gross t',e maladm'niztration practised against them is 
claimed to be. This ached:ale is convenierly f-Irg:;:ter.wIln' the clamour arises for 
Human Rights to be respected in other countries. Yet were OisTrincirle, of exclusion 
from protection of individuals directly unzler the contra of..the State, to be re-st-
ated in kindred terms in the legislation of monolithic societies, complaints of abuses 
against individuals in those societies would be ruled' atit'of'coUrt by the precedent of 
the legal provisions of the United. Kingdom: This is a'sobering'thought which others 
are free to debate and to contest; but, in the words at' A FORESTER, "no controvery, 
let matters go as they will." 	 • 

There is no need to look further than Paine's visit 'Le-London in the winter of 177213 
to find evidence that Paine could have upset the Establishment, In a previous paper,(41) 
I have shown reason to suppose that he was then in London -with-the acquiescence of the 
Excise Commissioners. From his base in the Excise: Coffee House he pursued his salary 
claim for the excisemen with Members of Parliament and Protiiiient men in other walks 
of life, as well as with the Treasury through the .  Commissioners, Paine would have been 
a temporary London celebrity, and his Lewes Writings wt4Uld'have become a topic of 
conversation, for the Lewes Journal  was regularly available in some of the coffee 
houses of the capital. The article in the Lewes Journal  of .December 14th., 1772, reo-
ords an incident when a colleague Paine had not seen for some time, possibly Thomas 
Sykes, burst into his room to launch into a conversation about 'these Newspaper 
crackers of yours,' and it is thus apparent that Faine's activities as a journalist 
were quite well known. My final extract from the Lewes' Writings is from an article 
that the Establishment would not have failed to.remark and remember, and in their own 
time and in their own fashion to revenge. In this satirical essay Paine took his line 
from Swift and recounted a dream in which he was endowed by a magician with a supern-
atural 'visive faculty': 

Upon throwing up the sash I found myself on the first floor in one of 
the busiest parts of the city, east of St.Paul's, but told my director 
I observed nothing more than usual, viz.' a great nurbber of people pas-
sing the street. "Look (added he) a little more narrowly." I cid, and 
discovered on many of their shoulders, .a little fairy, or sylph-like 
figure, with just such a flap in its hand as the Dean says he saw in 
Laputa. "This (says he) is virtually the good genius or guardian Angel, 
talked of by the ancients, but to make the Scene more .intelligible to 
you, call it conscience." Very busy in generaldid these little agents 
seem to be, sometimes whispering in, and sometimes' flapping the ears of 
the persons they had in charge, but, as .1. Observed with very different 
effect. One passenger you might have seen turning- his head and seeming 
to listen, another perhaps hurrying insensibly'oni' as if he heard not-
hing of the matter. Many an ear did I see plied ,veiy hart just as the 
party was entering a house, from which I inferred that the business in 
hand was of no very laudable kind. "But how happena it, Sir, (said I) 
that on some shoulders I see no such appearanceaas'these? That gentle,- 
man in the gilt chariot has no attendant of thisSort." "The reason 
(answered he) is, because tho' conscience will bear S. great many repul-
ses, yet, if the man after all her repeated remonstrancep, still turn a 
deaf ear, she will at last retire, and resign her office." After some 
time spent at the window, I began, in my mindv to quarrel with my sit-
uation, as it confined my view in general.to persona .end characters 
utterly unknown to me. Westminster now (thought' I) or Staames's would 
be a glorious field to range in. I communicated my thoughts to the 
Gentleman that had endowed me with this visivetacultY1  he nodded ass-
ent, and I took coach for Westminster. The principal remark I made in 
my way thither was, that the nearer I got to the.west end of the town, 
the fewer flappers were to be seen. In some streets not one to be met 
with. The coachman set me down near the abbeys'tima enough for getting 
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into a certain law court, just as the gentlemen of the long robe had 
mustered their forces. Now, my good friends, (thought I) look to your-
selves, for I may perhaps go near to see more of your proceedings than 
you are aware of. "Sure (said I) one flapper to a head will hardly suf-
fice here, unless he bestir himself stoutly indeed." But see what it is 
to raise our expectations toe high; a circumstance I did not dream of 
before, dashed all my hopes to the ground, for behold! the whole region 
of the shoulder, where this little (and to them) invisible monitor was 
to have taken his stand, was, in every limb of the law present, entirely 
occupied with an enormous bush of false hair.(42) 

There is 4 special aura that surrounds Paine, and which has clung to him over the 
centuries. Privileged and favoured commentators simply do not seem able to believe that 
an intellect as distinguished as Paine's could have emerged from the common populace of 
his day. It is felt incumbent to pass judgment upon him, and not merely by the usual 
standard of what he achieved, but additionally by the spurious criterion of what he did 
not achieve.And though Paine was a human being, excuses for any human foibles and fail-
ings are not lightly to be allowed him, no matter how severe and exceptional the trials 
and tribulations be endured. 

Madam Roland, the celebrated hostess of revolutionary Paris, received Paine in her 
famous salon, and judged him in her memoirs. Her assessment of him is sometimes quoted: 

The boldness of hio thought, the originality of his style, the incisive 
truths, audaciously flung before the very persons they offend, have do-
ubtless produced a great sensation; but I find him more fit...to scatter 
these kindling sparks than to...prepare the formation of a government. 
Paine is better at lighting the way for revolution than drafting a cons-
titution.(43) 

In this paper which has suggested that Pain•'s philosophy was based in 1-is religious 
thinking and experience, I venture to mention that Jesus Christ, an itinerant preacher 
accepted by untold millions as having been divinely inspired, also scattered kindling 
sparks, also produced a great sensation through the boldness and originality of his 
thinking...., and also left the formation of the government of nis church, co his dis-
ciples. 

Paine admired the teachings of Jesus, and he went to great lengths tc free them from 
smothering additions, which had been drawn from the mytho:ogy of ancient cults and gT-
afted onto them by the churchmakers who upsurped Jesus's ro]e on' teacher. 	audaciously 
flinging the incisive truths of ancient history before t:-.e very persons they offened, 
Paine lit the way towards a revolution in understanding thn: morality of •esus Christ, 
which, though reflected by the systems preached by good men in all ages, 'has not been 
exceeded by any.'(44) 

Is it not 'an awkward kind of reasoning' that sets for Thomas l'aine, the fallible man 
from the people, wider criteria than, the devout have deemed appropriate for Cod Incarn-
ate in Man? 
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An ::'COUNTER BETWEEN ALEXANDER TELOON 11.17) TROMA:7; 
PAINE 

F. R. Woodward * 

THE CELEBRATED SCOTTISH poet and ornithologist, Alexander Wilson, was born at 
Paisley, Renfrewshire in 1766, and died in Philadelphis in 1813. He was considerably 
influenced by Thomas Paine, being an outspoken critic and champion of the weavers of 
Paisley which resulted in his having to leave his native town for America in 1796. 

During his early life in America Wilson continued with his political activities 
and produced his oration on the power and value of National Liberty, which was deli- 
vered to a large assembly of citizens at Milestown, Pennsylvania, on Wednesday, 4th., 
March, 1801, the day on which Jefferson was elected President. Wilson also wrote the 
popular song, 'Jefferson and Liberty,' but is best known for his American Ornithology, 
the first book published solely on the birds of America, appearing between 1808 and 
1813. 

During the production of this work, Wilson embarked on numerous expenditures with 
the dual purpose of gaining further material and subscribers for his work, and during 
one of these he visited Thomas Paine. This historic event he recounted in a letter 
dated 3rd. November, 1808, to Alexander Lawson, the engraver responsible for illust-
rating Wilson's ornithology. 

"While in New York," wrote Wilson, "I had the curiosity to call on the celebrated 
author of the Rights of Man. He lives in Greenwich, a short way from the city. In 
the only decent apartment of a small indifferent—looking frame house, I found this 
extraordinary man, sitting wrapped in a night gown, the table before him covered with 
newspapers, with pen and ink bottle beside him. Paine's face would have excellently 
suited the character of Bardolph; but the penetration and intelligence of his eyes 
bespek the man of genuis, and of the world. He complained to me of his unability to 
walk, an exercise he was formerly fond of; he examined my book, leaf by leaf, with 
great attention — desired me to put down his name as a subscriber, and after inquiring 
particularly for Mr.Peale and Mr.Bartram, wished to be remembered to both." 

"Mr.Peale" refers to Charles Wilson Peale (1741-1827), a leading American artist 
and founder of Peale's Museum in Philadelphia, which later formed the basis of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. 

"William Bartram" (1739-1823), was the celebrated American traveller and botanist 
whose famous Botanical Garden, founded by his father, John Barton (1699-1777), was 
situated on the west bank of the Schnylkill River near Philadelphia. 

Paine's subscription to Wilson's Ornithology was terminated as a result of his 
death in 1809. Paine's body was refused admittance to any Christian graveyard, being 
buried in a hayfield. His bones were later removed to England. 

*702artm.mt ')f ratural 3c!ences, 3outh ..;h1elc33 
Occ!an 
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THOMAS PAIlE: A FIRST APPROACH by Tielio Osvaldo Alves. University of Minho, Braga, 
Portugal. 

DT 30 FAR as I know, though I stand to be corrected, until this book appeared no 
work. of substance on Paine has appeared in Portugal, thoujh I have seen references 
to some of Paine's works being teanslated into Portugese. 

This work is intended by its author, who is, incidently, a member of the Thomas 
Paige Society, specifically for students at his university's courses on English 
culture and society, the text being in English. 

Modest in approach to the subject, the book is divided into two distinct parts, 
the first an eseay on Paine and the historical and cultural background; the second 
being long extracts from Common Sense and Riphte of Man. Two chronological tables 
complete the work. 

Despite the restriction in use intended, I found the publication well written and 
very useful. I feel mary people eril,1 benefit from it if generally available. There 
are a few printine-  eerors, but they de ..et mar the neok which, in the main, is very 
attractive hnd easy to handle. The fro•tis, I miht add, is a reproduetion of the 
T.P.S. reprod'. ti on of the fangs Tape engraeln: of Thomas Paine. 

Robert 	Morrell.  

THE SOLDIERS' REVOLT by Dudley Edwards. spokesman Pamphlet, Nottingham. 35p. 

THE TALE TOLD by this short pamphlet is one that while not being unknown to those 
who study social history, is nevertheless generally known from the establishment 
viewpoint. This pamphlet seeks to put the record right, and to present the events 
from the point of view of those who participated and suffered. 

Basically the story is of a military mutiny which involved among other things the 
seizure of some grainships and the disposal of the grain. The author illustrates the 
political background and draws attention to 	"grass—reots" spread of revolutionary 
ideas, refering to the secretive cireelation of Paine's Rights of Mar., which he in-
correctly calls, The Rights of Man. 

Dudley Edwards shows the vivid contrast between the vast wealth at one end of 
society and the grinding poverty at the other, the former being typified by what 
the Sussex historian, Ackerson Erriage, tells us of the ostentatious orgies which 
took place in the Royal Pavilion at Brighton, not far from where the mutiny took 
place in 1195, at Newhaven. Locals termed the Pavilion as "a chapel at one end and a 
brothel at the other." The war with France had created a new wealthy class, which 
the Prime Minister of the day, William Pitt, took quice steps to "ennoble." On this 
William Cobbett, an astute observer, noted that Pitt had among his "creatures and 
close adherents," a "strange mixture of profligacy and cant; jobbers all morning and 
Methodists in the afternoon," which Edwards adds bear out "the remarks about the 
Brighton Pavilion." 

The brutal treatment metted out to the ringleaders of the mutiny makes grim reading, 
and is testimony to the geneine fear among the self—apeointea leaders of England at 
the threat to their wealth anl privilege the mutiny posed. Their attitude is refle-
cted among some of today's political figures, which is it fact the message of thie 
pamphlet. Well worth reading, though whether you will agree with the author's ideas 
when related to the present time is another matter entirely. 

Robert W. Morrell.  
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PAINE by David Freeman Hawke. Harper and Row, New York. X15.00 

PERHAPS THE POINT made in this book which struck me with most force occured when the 
author was discussing the controversy between Burke and Paine. Paine refers to the 
view of some individuals he does not name who considered Burke"a madman." This, says 
Professor Hawke, was a case of stooping to "character assassination" on the part of 
Paine (p.220). Fl•x pages later in the opening paragraph of the next chapter, a 
Mr.Hodge,in conversation with Gouverneur Morris, describes Paine, with whom he lodged, 
"as being a little mad," which orris considered was "not improbable." Hawke who 
described the similar comment from Paine as "character assassination" pointedly fails 
to use the same term to describe Hodge's assertion and Morris's agreement. The bias 
in this cannot be escaped from. Had it•een an isolated incident in Professor Hawke's 
five hundred page biographical study of Thomas Paine we may well have passed it by 
and simply noted it, however, it is not the exception but rather the rule, for time 

• and time again the author appears to deliberately go out of his way to insert some 
reference to what he sees as Paine's faults, failings and weaknesses. 

Now I am the last person to wish to have Paine presented as some plaster saint who 
never did wrong and never upset anyone. Paine made many an enemy, and in a large 
number of cases can only blame himself for it. Some of his habits probably irritated 
others, and perhaps he should have been rather more diplomatic than he was. In short, 
Paine was very human with all the deficienoies that implies. But does not the same 
apply to others? To read Hawke one would imagine that Paine had all the faults while 
his other famous contemporaries, particularly the Americans, possessed all the virtues. 
Only Paine, it seems, got drunk; indeed, on this latter point I seriously doubt whe-
ther I could name another biographical study of Paine in which we meet so many refer-
ences to Paine being a drunkard. Paine, one gathers, required an ample supply of rum 
and water to enable him tc write properly-11s.;4-5), the fact that this tale originated 
with a bitter critic of Paine is of no concern to Professor Hawke anymore than the 
fact that he openly contradicts it a few pages further on, when Paine is shown to like 
to do his writing after a long walk, with no mention of rum and water - indeed the 
passage refers to his moderation in drinking habits (p.71)1 Paine is described as 
being untidy in his habits, but at least he shares this failing with Edmund Burke 
(p.189). Paine, though, is quoted by Hawke as being, "physically repulsive" (p.384), 
an opinion not born out by any of the portraits I have seen of Paine, including those 
reproduced in this book. Paine is mean money wise (p.376), a strange comment to make 
of a man who surrendered the vast profits from the sale of Common Sense  and the Crisis 
series to his country when it desperately needed funds; and, need anything by now sur- 
prise us?, Paine lacked a deep concern and effection for America and his patriotism was 
questionable (pp.33,193 and 335). I will not continue the catalogue, it is enough to 
say that Hawke as often as not accepts these charges at face value and makes no attempt 
to assess their standing or probe the reasons for them being made, however, in fairness 
to him I do not think he shares the opinion as to Paine's lack of patriotism to America. 

• Hawke does, though, call into question any attempt by Paine's friend..,  to defend him 
against charges of being a drunko thus ef 	alaie .%. "heearias Hi +. t thet Paine o•ly 
drank "three quarts of rum a week," Hawkes says the statement was being "protective of 

• the old gentleman's reputation"(p.391). 

Thomas Paine was in fact a problem, seemingly as much to biographers like Hawke as 
he was to the people who led the colonists. tie had the unfortunate trait of being at 
one and the same time an honest man in politics and an idealist. Paine placed reason 
in place of ruhlessness and had toe much faith in hIs fellows. He was used, and it is 
doubtful whether 11,:! appreciated the fact. When the revolution succeeded Paine became a 
liability, happily, to eaote William Kenry, "'or the ITIetter 3ort' who led the war, the 
'lesser sort' did not demand a more equal share of Amcricals earthly treasure" (Annales  
du C.R.A.A.3.1.1974.•.24). Paine could have become the articulate spekesman for the 
'lesser sort' b ;. :1 	rema'ned :n America, an" so I:wed a genuine threat to the new 

f::r Paine was of 	orlina77 pecT7e anl knew their prehlers from  Personal 
experierce. ?alle, one .,;.;Ellects, wao encoura-od to ieavc AmorIca, in order to pursue his 
7en.lne Irtrr 	in teehnolor7y when: facilities were better. One r.ct of th 	't was 
easy if:- 	 r,,.,,::utation, a iJrooess in wit! :h 	t::%forunately lont ar urvitting 
hand. 
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The Hawke biography of Paine is not without its merits, the particular strength 
it has being in the material incorporated into it on the background to Paine's life 
in America. This alone makes it worth having, however, its treatment of Paine's early 
life in England is rather too superficial to make it have much value, and some errors 
creep in, and example being the description of Samuel 011ive as a Quaker. He was not. 
One wonders, too, why Rights of Man is continually refered to as The Rights of Man, 
except in the index. There is no excuse for such an elementary blunder. 

Robert W. Morrell.  

FREETHOUGHT IN THE UNITED STATES, A DESCRIPTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY by Marshall G. Brown 
and Gordon Stein. Greenwood Press, Westport and London. 

EVEN AMONG STUDENTS of social movements there is a wide measure of ignorance as to the 
extent and influenee of tT.2,.  Tt'sathought movement pa.z-tnular:;y in the second half of 
the 19th century. This ignorance arises9  I suspect9  froal the fact that few libraries 
hold extensive collections a freethought material° The reason for this is not too 
difficult to understand, for freethought was essentially zn alrtisca or working-class 
movement; it was highly controversial, and many booksellers would not stock and sell 
its literature. Publications tended to be sold at meetings, indoor and outdoor, and 
was essentially of a use variety in that it was read with great attention. MaRy free-
thinkers built up good libraries, but most such collections were disposed of by their 
families; sons and daughters often held their parents views but lacked their enthusiasm 
for "the cause." 

There is another reason wh7r freethought publications varlet not pablically collected, 
they were, and are, highly fontroversials The Vart us religious sects dominated eduo-
ation, particularly higher education at university level° The freethought publications 
advanced arguments that the religious found, and find, very difficult if not impossible 
to answer. In many cases though their authors did not have degrees after their names 
and could be ordinary working folk, they presented careful and scholarly arguments 
which out to the core of elaborate but essentially rubbishy theology. Many of the old 
freethought works still present arguments which apply with the old force against curr-
ent religious superstitions, and so the religious who controlled education - even in 
places like the United States where religion was not °Mei lly established - sought 
to prevent such literature circulating and through being held in libraries made available 
to those who might not make any effort to attend freethought gatherings. 

The neglect of collecting has led to a neglect of recording, and so a field full of 
promise has in large measure been ignored by possible collectors and bibliographers. 
This new book, then, while not being the first of its sort is certainly the most 
comprehensive to have appeared as yet. It is sectionalised by date progression in 
chapters, each chapter being prefaced by a short but very detailed and scholarly 
introduction. Over 542 titles are described, for the most part listings being given 
in the form of author, title, publisher and date of the first edition, when known. 
The difficulties such a compilation presented to the authors oan only really be appr-
eciated by someone who has sought to oollect freethought. 

There is an appendix on ethnic freethought in the United States, an area which is 
certain to repay further study, another on Canadian freethought„ yet another on 
theses and dissertations, and one on Freethought Collections in American libraries, 
There are title, name and subject indexes. This is an invaluable book - Paine 
collectors will find much in it of interest, but not the Catalogue of the Gimbel 
collection (this has enough freethought in it to justify its inclusion - the oollection 
is mentioned in the appendix on freethought collections in American libraries). • 

This work, as its title indicates, is restricted to United States freethought, though 
it does take an excursion into Canada. One of the authors, Dr•Stein„ is now working on 
a similar volume devoted to British Freethought„ a much needed work. When completed 
it will join this volume as an invaluable tool for all interested in freethought. 
Freethought in the United States is a book which should be in all libraries which 

Continued on page 85....  
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 .THOMAS PAINE AND THE ARGUS, 1791-2 

Martin J. Smith*  

THOMAS PUKE'S CAREER as editor of the Pennsylvania Magazine during the 1770s, as 
well as his journalistic contributions to Briasot's Patriote Francais in 1792-3, are 
both historical knowledge. What is less well known is that during his most prolific 
phase as a political writer in the early 1790s, Paine was connected with the most 
radical British newspaper of the day, the Argus. (1) Its proprietor, Sampson Perry, 
was born at Aston in 1747, and practiced as a surgeon in London. He served in the 
East Middlesex militia, of which he became a captain in 1780, and for his services 
in the American was he was twice presented to the King, and was publically thanked.(2) 
On 9th. March., 1789, Perry, in partnership with a tea dealer, founded the Argus at 
a cost of E4,000 as a morning daily. However, it was only after the mid-17909  when 
Perry became its sole proprietor, that the newspaper became a fully-fledged radical 
print, committed to parliamentary reform and enthusiastic in its support of the 
French Revolution. 

Perry was incarcerated in the King's Bench prison between July 1791 and July 1792 
for defamatory libels in his newspaper on John Walter, proprietor of the Times, and 
Lady Anne Fitzgibbon, wife of the Irish Lord Chancellor.(3) Nevertheless, on May 4th., 
1792, he was elected a member of the Society for Constitutional Information,(4) a 
middle-class reformist body to which Paine already belonged. It may have been through 
this that the two men became acquainted, for Perry was one of Paine's closest compan-
ions during the latter's residence in London in 1791 and 1792.(5) 

As a result of their friendship, Perry placed his newspaper at Paine's disposal,and 
according to a Treasury hack, 'Pain (13.12) now busied himself in writing those letters 
for the Argus which were afterwards distributed from the pamphlet-shops under the 
title of Paine's Four Letters on Government.'(6) It is clear that these productions 
were presented to the publio through the columns of the Argus before they were issued 
in more permanent form as pamphlets.(7) 

On two occasions, the Society for Constitutional Information availed itself of the 
priority which the Argus enjoyed in disseminating Paine's writings. On June 8th., 
1792, the society resolved that copies of the following day's Argun, which was to 
carry the text of Paine's first letter to Dundas, (8) be purchased and sent to the 
provincial radical societies that were in contact with the society, in order to give 
cheap and early publicity to the letter. The surviving receipt of this transaction 
indicates that the society bought 220 copies of the paper, and that Perry pocketed 
£2.19.6.(9) Again, on October 13th., 1792, the Argus released the first part of Paine's 
Letter Addressed to the Addressers; the previous day, the society had resolved that a 
copy of the following day's newspaper should be sent to each member. The account book 
shows that this involved the purchase of 100 copies of the Argus, (10) 

Not only did the Argus publish Paine's formal contributions, but its columns teemed 
continuously with paragraphs, many of them undoubtedly written by Paine himself,which 
ridiculed hereditary monarchy, condemned aristocracy, and praised 'the great Mr.PAINE1  
as 1 4 hardy Democrat, who saw things in their proper colours, and who spoke truth 
boldl?r, for the benefit of mankind.' (11) Like Paine, the Argus called for a National 
Convention to settle the question of parliamentary reform, on the ground that nothing 
could be expected from a corrupt and unrepresentative Parliament.(12) 

The contents of the Argus - and hence Paine's contributions to it - were copied 
at length by the Manchester Herald which, as the most radical newspaper in the 
provinces during the early 1790s, was the ideological counterpart of the Argus, 
outside London: a satirical leaflet described 'Mons. Herald of Manchester' as 'a 
near relation to Mons. Argus of London.'(13) As a result of this reproduction, 

*Institute of Historical Research, University of London, 
Senate House, London, WC1E 7HU. 
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Paine's joueeeeJisie wee no;; eon; .t 	to 	 bui, gained access to the 
pree-;aces as well. 

On ace-L-ent of its redit:'_ ,reeree, Ole 	encountered considerable hostility. 
A correspondent of John Reeves' su,crested that of all radical newspapers then current, 
the loyalist associations shoulj 	out for proscription 'the most wickedly 
pre—eminont — The 4411?eef:;:he C,e7 e .tet.toee(14) Perry himself was selected for 
prosecution by the government, 	b fre eee efore he was released from his term of 
Imprisonvent in July 1792;  .17:e ". 	, ` - +ith a notiee of ex officio information 
filed by the Attorney General lee e eeeageaph in the Amawhich libelled the House 
of Commons: 'While it is aoknowlee 	by ell parties, that the present House of 
Commons is not composed of i;14‘,1 reel liepreeeutetives of the People, does it not follow 
that the subjects of this State c:;: «-.r Lhe admiration* rather tban the abuse of 
Ministers, for submitting peacet'ufly to Iews, which, in the strict sense of the 
word, cannot be called :te 	 eeee by their own consent?' (15) It is 
likely that Pa•ele was the auenee 	ataeemert, for according to Oldys, he was 
'an active con ribetee to ?e'e .ee e 	,:eee eeeasonable paragraphs, which made 
it necessary for Perry- the 	 ieee the face of the taw.' (16) 

Perry ?pee further informed Veit e:::e ,e!eeeeeet was prepaile,e additional moves 
,M a C •70.1;L ' 	 ;;ay alno beee been written by 

ot1 	 ee. Perry was therefore advised by 
feiene wo make a tactic,A1 eitlefeL 	'ereen at least until the requisit bail 

e71 	raloed to pre-.rent his co;,;Thei;tel,('7) Tr. late November or early December 
1, 	ee,e;e exiled from 1::_iga4Dtl 	ups.. et 1-els trial for libelling the Commons 
was ze:e.editeed;  and he we trle3 eefl eoevieeed in absentia on December 8th. On acc-
ount of his non—appearance in coure, :J•rry .;ray  outlawed,(18) while at the same time 
the Ai ltis was suppressed when the 	Office seized the newspaper's plant and 
p7e:.: ,Jes on account of its non•paxrv!nt of the ,..avertisement duty(19) 

In exile in Paris, Perry renewed his acquairtmce with Paine, who had similarly 
fled to France the previous SePtedber:(20) it was reported that Perry intended to 
reveefe the Artp./s in Paris,(21) but nothing came of the plan. Neither man fared much 
better in Prance than in Britain, for both suffered imprisonment in the Luxembourg 
during the Terror, although the story that Paine and Perry shared the same cell is 
now discredited. (22) After fourteen months imerAsonment, Perry was released; almost 
destitute of friends and with little money, he returned to England in the spring of 
1795. Unluckily, he was recognised and betrayed, and he was imprisoned in Newgate 
as an outlaw (as well as a debtor) for seven years, before being pardoned in mid-
1802.(23) 

The significance of the Argus in popularising Paine's doctrines in 1791 and 1792 
should not be exaggerated: its circulation was always low, and it is likely that 
many people who first read Paine's letters in its columns would have seen them any-
way when they were later issued as cheap pamphlets. Nor should the Argus be regarded 
as an exclusively Painite organ, for reformees of a more moderate hue such as John 
Horne Tooke and Daniel Stuart were also contributors to the paper; indeed, one 
issue specifically contradicted Paine's assertion that Britain did not possess a 
constitution.(24) Nevertheless, Sampson Perry's Argus was one of the first radical 
newspapers to reject the leadership of the Whigs and to champion 'the cause of the 
people' in opposition to 'the sham rivalry of ins and outs.' As such, its role as 
the publisher of at least five of Paine's pamphlets is of some importance and des— 

to be recorded. 
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cater for social and political studies - and theology, while those who have an urge'to 

collect Will find it a splendid introduction to a much neglected field .(many titles 
have their British count.,.rparts). Finally, one point of specific Paine interest in this 
voIume'is tb:it 	 c,,r111e ale preserved in the Huntington Library at 

1711ifcic--. 	Wi:702 they had been kept over here.- 

a.W.Yorrell. 
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THE THOMAS PAINE COLLECTION AT =FORD., AN ANALYTICAL CATALOGUE. Norfolk County 
Library, Norwich. g4.80..   

• 

SINCE; THE EARLY 1960s the Norfolk County Library ,has formed an impressive collection 
of- boOks by and on Thomas Paine, a native of Norfolk. The collection really got off 
the ground when-the eTeenterof AmbroseBarker„ the late Ella Twynam, a Founder Member 
of.-:the'Thomae Paine Zopietyp.agreed to asuggestion made to her by the TPS that the 
superb Paine collection formed by Ambrose Barker should be given to Paine's place of 
birth, Thetford. The presentation speech at a short ceremony was given by the late 
Herbert Cutner, a Founder Member of the TPS and one.of its first Vice—Presidents. Some 
years later the TPS itself made over its.own library.of,Paine books on permanent loan 
to the Norfolk County Library, to be added to its holdings at Thetford, and has since 
continued to add to it. These two collections along with other material owned by the 
County Library (which has an enlightened purchasing policy in respect to Paine items) 
has resulted in there being at Thetford.a collection of Paine items and associated 
books of considerable value to-scholars, indeed I seriously doubt whether the world of 
scholarship really realises just how valuable the Thetford collection is. This public-
ation, then, should serve to bring the richness of the collection to their attention. 

This new and well produced book, unpaginated, incidently, but running to about 124 
pages, with,  two plates plUs. a reproduction of the famous Sharpe engraving of Paine on 
the 'cover (it is paperback); shows that the Thetford collection is reasonably well 
balanced, though with a clear emphasis on the theological writings of Paine and the 
controversy they caused. It could do with more material on the American side of Paine's 
life," and many. editions of Common Sense published in the United States are lacking. But 
in•noting the gaps, and there are several, it Maybe that this will prompt others to 
fill them (the TPS is always on the lookout for good Paine material, though our funds 
are very limited and we cannot buy all we hear of and would like to place within our 
own collection — donations of books and money to be used to acquire them are always 
warmly welcomed and deeply appreciated).. There is a useful selection of works on 
the trials of those accused of publishing Paine's works, and also a selection of Paine 
tokens. 

There are a few minor errors in the catalogue, my name being wrongly spelt in one 
entry, and some items could have been better described — the Moral and Philosophical 
Magazine of the London Corresponding Society springs to mind, the xerox copy at 
Thetford is of the unique second volume, but while the unique factor is mentioned the 
reason for this being so is not. 

The catalogue has been a long time in appearing, there being a number of good reasons 
to account for the delay. However, it was well worth waiting for. As the printing is 
limited to 250 copies it is likely that the book itself will soon become a collectors' 
item, so all who want it, and I do recommend it, are urged to order their copies as 
soon as possible. 


